
Notes to video interview with Churchman 

In one of my last blog posts I added a link to my transcript of a two-hour video interview with C. West 

Churchman, a well-known American systems philosopher. I said that the interview could serve as an 

introduction to Churchman’s dialectical systems approach. Now, perhaps that is a bit too optimistic. 

So I figure I have to add a few notes to the first 30 minutes to make sure such an introduction works 

out as more than a passing acquaintance. It is also an opportunity for myself to check if I haven’t 

overlooked anything in the rich thoughts of a great systems mentor. PDF can be downloaded from this 

post in my CSL4D blog. 

The systems approach        [I, 2’53”] According to Ackoff, a longstanding friend and colleague of 

Churchman, we live in the systems age (see below table from an earlier post). The transition from 

machine age to systems age may have occurred somewhere in the 1960s. Now we never really lived 

in a machine age, it is just that we used the machine metaphor for management. By the same reason-

ing, we do not yet live in the systems age, because there is still a lot of mechanistic thinking in man-

agement. In other words: We have not yet learned how to live in a systems age. Churchman was 

among the first to recognize the new systems paradigm, but he is pessimistic about the human ability 

to learn to live and manage in a systems age, so he is sometimes not very “appreciative” of his own 

contributions, whether it be in operations research during the 1950s or in the form of the dialectical 

systems approach during the rest of his life. One of 

the themes of the video interview by Prof. Ivanov 

is ‘implementation’, or better the lack of it. It is one 

thing to have a good idea, it is quite another to 

have it accepted by decision-makers or managers. 

So the systems philosopher, i.c. West Churchman, 

may design a ‘systems approach’, but how signifi-

cant is it really when there is strong reluctance on 

the part of those people who must decide on im-

plementation of the suggested interventions. The 

more complex the system, the more difficult it is to 

convince the decision-makers. The example he gives is of nations going to war, which makes for two 

systems: nations and international relations. But during the interview he gives many more examples. 

Ethics and systems         [I, 6’53”] Thomas Cowan not only taught ethics to Churchman as a freshman, 

he also became a lifelong friend. Churchman says there is a link between ethics and systems. Why that 

is so becomes clear by looking at above concept map: the trouble with many systems is that they 

prevent people from living the lives they want. This is not some soft hippie talk: businesses try to sell 

stuff that makes people happy, while governments try to provide services that make people happy. 

That seems simple, but in reality it often turns out to become a messy business. ‘Mess’ is the term 

used by Ackoff for the problematic situations that develop. Others prefer ‘wicked problem’. 

The word ‘system’        [I, 9’45”] Churchman picked up the word system in the early 1960s. By that 

time it had already been used for various things, including the solar system. The solar system is a 
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useful metaphor of systems generally: parts that hang together in some sensible way. In a solar sys-

tem, this ‘sensible way’ can be expressed mathematically as physical laws. At some time “it dawned 

on people” that system is an appropriate general term for nation or organization or whatever. Gen-

erality is what systems thinkers are after. Good examples of generality are the parallels between the 

human brain and viable enterprises as described by Stafford Beer in Brain of the Firm (1972). 

Churchman describes his The Systems Approach and its Enemies (1979) as “another step in the 

search for the meaning of generality, in this case a general design of social systems.” Churchman 

calls his systems social, because they have humans in them. The Nazis had a system, the stock mar-

ket is a system. Some systems are evil, some are good. But even good systems fail. If they do, are 

they good? 

 

According to above Ngram the systems age may have started around 1955 and is in full gear since 

2000. 

A question of purpose    [I,14’10”] It was Ackoff who defined systems as sets of “parts that work 

together for a common purpose”. The parts include people such as the administrators. So there are 

lots of systems: the mafia, General Electric, General Motors, the federal government. In human, social 

systems the parts don’t always have a clear purpose. Defining a purpose can be very difficult, and that 

is an understatement. In the concept map above interventions to improve the system have a purpose, 

which is to enable people to live the lives they want. But which people? A high dam may produce 

electricity for city dwellers but it also floods a fertile valley, forcing people away from their ancestral 

land. 

A question of disciplines     [I, 16’44”] It is only in the 19th century that science evolved in the mod-

ern sense and the disciplines were staked out. Before that science and philosophy were one. Imman-

uel Kant (1724-1804) dealt with philosophy, cosmology, geography, history, sociology. This is where 

Churchman cracks one of his jokes, pointing out that there was no dean to call them in and say “Im-

manual, I think you are spreading yourself kind of thin. Why don’t you concentrate on something?” 

(II, 14’20”). One of the problems of the disciplines is that PhD candidates have to devote four years 

to tiny subjects within a discipline rather than tackling the real problems of humanity, a recipe for 

boredom and irrelevance. At the start of his career in the 1930s, Churchman himself was the most 

utter disciplinarian one can imagine: a symbolic logician. He admits that he could have been a com-

puter scientist, if there would have been computers by that time (I, 17’33s). “God help me,” he adds. 

Actually, Churchman was ‘saved’ from his discipline by the Second World War. After the Japanese 

attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, he joined the US Army Ordinance Laboratory at the 

Frankford Arsenal, at the time the largest small-arms ammunitions factory in the United States. 

Pragmatism and operations research       [I,17’51”] Churchman left high school by the time of the 

Wall Street Crash of 1929, a major problem that caught his imagination. He decided to help improve 

the world. The next thing that caught his imagination was ethics, mostly due to Thomas Cowan, who, 
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by the way, was a philosophical pragmatist. So he started studying philosophy. He had a knack for 

‘generality’ so he went into logic. One of his teachers was Edgar Arthur Singer, a brilliant student of 

William James, who himself was a leading figure in the American philosophical school of Pragma-

tism. As a result of this Churchman got acquainted with pragmatic idea of the dialectical value of 

measurement, an idea that goes back to one of the founders of pragmatism, Peirce. Even before 

Pearl Harbor this (dialectics of measurement) had awakened his interest in statistics as a way to do 

something useful in the world. As an expert statistician he was able to develop new inspection pro-

cedures at Frankford Arsenal to make ammunition safer. Things are really getting intertwined here, 

so it’s better to produce a concept map of Churchman’s biography, by way of intermezzo. 

Churchman’s biography      Churchman was born in Philadelphia (1) from Catholic parents in 1913. 

He was educated at Germantown Friends School, where Churchman was taught (2) in the Quaker 

tradition. As a freshman at the University of Pennsylvania he was taught ethics (3) by Thomas 

Cowan, which kindled his taste for philosophy (4). He went on to obtain a PhD in philosophy under 

Edgar A. Singer (5), a notable Pragmatist, who himself had been taught by William James, one of the 

founders of the American philosophical school of Pragmatism. At one point Churchman learned sta-

tistics (6). Exactly why he did so is not entirely clear, but measurement and the proper interpretation 

of data is part of Pragmatist inquiry. Moreover, under the influence of Taylor’s scientific manage-

ment, the application of statistics had real practical value, which must have generated an interest in 

the practically oriented Churchman. After the attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, Church-

man volunteered (7) to work in the war effort at Frankford Arsenal (8), also in Philadelphia, where 

he used his knowledge of statistics to improve inspection procedures. This type of work was known 

during the war as military operations research. A lot of research took place during the war, including 

computer development, the development of linear programming and so on, some of which played 

an important role in his career. After the war several major companies saw the potential of com-

puter-based operations re-

search for a science of manage-

ment or management science 

as it has become to be known 

since then. As a result of his 

war experience Churchman, to-

gether with Ackoff, became 

very active in its development 

(9) and co-authored the first 

textbook on industrial opera-

tions research in 1957. He was 

also among the first to 

acknowledge the limitations of 

this type of operations re-

search, especially in terms of 

implementation (10). This and 

Edgar Singer’s inquiring system 

inspired him (11) to draw on 

his knowledge of Pragmatism 

(12) and philosophy in general 

– possibly also influenced by Dewey - to design his dialectical systems approach (14) for fixing prob-

lematic situations, for which he had acquired a profound sensibility (13). It could be argued that his 

approach was impracticable because it was given the form of a set of principles rather than a meth-

odology (Churchman 1968, 1971, 1979). However, these principles remain valid to this day and have 
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found their way in a great many modern management tools and practices and are likely to continue 

to guide or influence management developments in the future. 

[I, 19m18s] After his bout with statistics, which Churchman considered to be confining, not unlike 

the way in which computer science or mathematics may be considered confining, he decided “to 

learn how to plan” very soon after the war. This is a highly significant statement and one could say 

that this intention is what finally drove him to developing his dialectical systems approach, simply 

because anything less was not sufficiently significant. It would keep him busy for more than 30 years. 

The question of significance of any planning system would become part of his planning system dia-

lectics, which signifies that the question does not have a final, conclusive answer. Another thing he 

soon found out was the importance of implementation. If one has good ideas, such as proposed by 

Churchman’s group at the University of Pennsylvania for the slum areas of South Philadelphia just 

after the war, and they are not adopted by decision-makers such as the mayor, there is no point. In 

fact, Churchman had already discovered this during the war when his proposals for procedural im-

provements in small arms production took a long time and much convincing before they were 

adopted by the ‘brass’. 

[I, 21m03s] The next key statement is where he says that he wanted “to figure out what goes into 

the study of a system, a human system.” There are many human systems: traffic systems, postal sys-

tems, food distribution systems; about which one can ask many questions. Why are there different 

systems for the same thing? And what is the role of authority? How are they managed or adminis-

tered? Is punishment part of the system? Is that appropriate? What about freedom? How far into 

the future do we need to plan? What about future generations? Why can’t we solve the hunger/pov-

erty problem in the world? These questions boil down to the question whether it Is possible to fac-

tor all these questions into a single, general inquiring system? Again, things are really getting inter-

twined here, so it’s better to produce a concept map of Churchman’s systems approach, by way of 

conclusion. 

Churchman’s dialectical systems approach       In The systems approach and its enemies (1979, p. 79 

ff), Churchman gives a description of his categorical scheme for the inquiring system of a dialectical 



systems approach. It is the result of Churchman’s figuring out “what goes into the study of a system, 

a human system” from 1945 to 1979. In the second video of the interview (of 1987) – somewhere 

around 8’30” - he says that he wouldn’t call some of the forces that are often ignored by systems 

thinkers ‘enemies of the systems approach’ anymore. So maybe I should change that in the concept 

map to ‘possibly relevant, but not easily rationalized forces’ or something along those lines. Keeping 

that in mind, I will stick to ‘enemies of the systems approach’ for the time being. From here, I will 

first point out a few things in the concept map, so that you may come to understand and accept it. 

After that, I will turn to the above questions and explain how Churchman’s inquiring system can help 

answering them. 

Some notes to the concept map         The main concern of Churchman is the human condition as he 

explains shortly after 2m53s in the first video. The human condition is the gap between the actual 

and desired lives of people. People design systems to bridge the gap. And we design systems to de-

sign systems (politics) or to guide our living in systems (morality) or to put our faith in systems (reli-

gion). We sometimes simply hate or ignore all systems and just want to have fun. Many of our sys-

tems are designed to serve a purpose. Purpose is a key characteristic of most conscious human activ-

ity. In the systems approach we believe that human activity – with its purpose – is best conceived as 

a system that adds value to our lives. “Whose lives?” we could ask. The lives of the system’s clients. 

But who are the clients or beneficiaries? For instance, in an industrial human activity we have em-

ployees, managers, stakeholders, the national economy, the national treasury and actual ‘client’ cli-

ents. And perhaps there are also ‘negative’ clients, i.e. things or people harmed by the activity, e.g. 

by its pollution or by the fact that it is not respecting the rules for fair competition or because it is 

hiding its profits in a tax shelter, or because it is underpaying its workers. Whom we consider as a 

client is closely linked to what we consider as the purpose. Now the purpose is defined by the objec-

tives that we try to achieve with the activities. In order for the decision-makers to know whether 

there is actual improvement they need some measures of performance, which integrate in some 

way the objectives and justifies the use of the resources needed for the activities. There is one more 

guy (or better ‘role’), which is the designer, ie. the person who conceptualizes the system so as to 

maximize the value added by the system to the benefit of the client(s). The designer should not only 

consider the client, but also the decision-maker, or else his nice little plan won’t be implemented 

and nobody will benefit of any value addition. Finally, if all is said and done, somehow the human 

condition should be improved. How can we guarantee that this is the case? The world is a complex 

place. What guarantees can we offer? Warning: this is the basic structure of Churchman’s inquiring 

system. Many, many other insights should be considered during the debate. 

Additional notes     1. In the concept map there are black arrows with black connecting texts, but 

also grey arrows with blue connecting texts. The reason is to make it easier to follow the arrows. 

There is no difference between them. The black and grey arrows are the same). 2. The concept map 

contains some elements in green. They have to do with a particular innovative way for describing 

the ideal situation that can be used to guide the description of the objectives. More information 

about this can be found in Wicked Solutions (available from Amazon, Lulu, Gumroad or your library). 

Answers to the questions      A. Why are there different systems for the same thing? This has to do 

with the notion of equifinality, which follows from having to deal with non-linear, open systems (see 

also here). B. And what is the role of authority? How are systems managed or administered? This is a 

complex question. We could look at the decision-maker role. The decision-maker has control over 

the resources at his/her disposal, including human resources. These resources can be engaged in 

certain activities to improve certain measures of performance for a system conceptualized to con-

tribute to the mission of the (wider) system.  If the decision-maker judges that some of this is not the 

case he can stop the activity. C. Is punishment part of the system? Is that appropriate? What about 

freedom? Well, we all know that people are fickle beings. That’s both good and bad. A system of 
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punishment tends to keep people in line. Generally, such as system should be administered wisely or 

sensibly or justly or evenly. D. How far into the future do we need to plan? What about future gener-

ations? This question is about the client and the purpose. Future generations could be admitted as 

clients, clear and simple. In the case of nuclear waste or climate change or nuclear proliferation 

there are clear responsibilities for the present generation (as designer and decision-maker). E. Why 

can’t we solve the hunger/poverty problem in the world? This is the space-slum paradox. One an-

swer is that going to the moon is not that difficult, socially speaking, making it relatively easy to de-

fine the necessary components (as Churchman does in The Systems Approach of 1968), whereas the 

problem of hunger and poverty is socially and organizationally extremely complex and fragmented. 

It has been the business of the Club of Rome to address this problem. In the early 1970s the United 

Nations got involved, but it is not just a top-down problem, it is also very much bottom-up. Social 

systems such as nations are like that. The bottom lacks resources, the environment is not favoura-

ble, decision-makers have other priorities and dispose of limited resources, the number of hungry 

poor is not stable, global food prices are low. I have been involved in staple food production projects 

in sub-Saharan Africa for and by the rural poor. Clearly, it can be done at a small to medium scale at 

a certain cost, but I have seen many larger projects fail tremendously. One could also say that it is 

impossible to put a self-sustaining system in place to address the hunger/poverty problem in the 

world. Besides, the whole question is an outdated one. People want more than just food, so we got 

our ‘ideal situation’ (of sufficient self-produced food and adequate nutrition) all wrong to begin with. 

Systems, systems and dialectics       How systemic is it all? Very much, I would say: (1) First of all 

there is the system itself, which could be just about anything. A few examples were mentioned: 

postal system, education system, international development system, capitalist system, local food 

production system, energy system, global climate system. As long as it has humans in them, it’s a 

system in the Churchmanian sense of the word, a social system, an organization of sorts. We also 

have messes in the Ackoffian sense, which are systems of systems interacting, e.g. the climate-en-

ergy-human reproduction-global economic-international politics system. Or - as pointed out by 

Harold Nelson in The Design Way - simple ones, like the stone-age fire system with all its complexi-

ties of collecting wood, keeping the fire going, all sorts of smoking, cooking and heating aspects etc. 

(2) Then there is the inquiring system, which tries to look at the system as a whole; (3) Next there 

are the modelling systems, used in the designer role, but needed to communicate between the 

other relevant role players. Some of the modelling systems may well be specific forms of systems 

thinking as well; (4) Finally there is the dialectical system. It makes use of the perspectives of stake-

holders, broadly defined as those most concerned by the system in a variety of roles, the main ones 

being client/beneficiary, decision-maker/manager, designer/planner, systems philosopher/thinker. 

The dialectical system makes use of the inquiring system and different models, formal or informal. 

There can be no dialectic without good communication and without looking through each other’s 

eyes. There is no such thing as a perfect dialectical system. Yet, it may yield satisfactory results. It is 

possible to expand on the subsystems (e.g. we could put the designer in the context of a design sys-

tem, and the decision-maker in the context of decision-making or management system), but the four 

types just mentioned seem to cover the essence of it quite well, from the dialectical systems ap-

proach point of view, that is. 
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